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Role of cavitation in the
phacoemulsification process
Jaime Zacharias, MD

PURPOSE: To determine the role of cavitational energy as a mechanism responsible for the
emulsification of the lens during phacoemulsification.
SETTING: Clinica Ophthalmologica Pasteur, Santiago, Chile.
METHODS: Cavitation and its relationship to phacoemulsification power were documented using
a combination of light sources, high-speed video recording techniques, and computerized control
and by monitoring environmental pressure. The suppression of cavitation from the phaco process
was achieved by building an environmental hyperbaric system capable of retaining the phacoemulsification system’s ability to provide irrigation, aspiration, and vacuum necessary at standard and
elevated pressures. The pressure level was controlled and monitored through a computer interface
alongside the simultaneous video monitoring of cavitation bubble creation changes during pressure
rise or fall. Last, evaluation and measurement of phacoemulsification was performed on real
cataract fragments in the presence and absence of cavitation.
RESULTS: Cavitation around the phaco tip mainly occurred at longitudinal ultrasonic power levels of
30% or more. Cavitation bubble formation was observed during the backstroke or as the tip moved
away from the lens material and collapsed during the forward displacement of the phaco tip.
Cavitation at any power level was successfully suppressed when the pressure in the hyperbaric
chamber increased beyond 2.0 bar (29.1 psi) above atmospheric pressure. Phacoemulsification
performance in the presence or absence of cavitation was comparable.
CONCLUSION: This study found strong evidence that cavitation plays no role in phacoemulsification, leaving the jackhammer effect as the only important mechanism responsible for the
lens-disrupting power of phacoemulsification.
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Cataract extraction by phacoemulsification was introduced into clinical practice in the 1980s and became
popular in the 1990s. This procedure emulsifies the nucleus of the crystalline lens and removes the fragments
by vacuum.1 The advantage of this minimally invasive
procedure over traditional extracapsular cataract extraction is the very small incision made through the
side of the cornea through which the lens is removed
and the artificial lens is inserted. Currently, phacoemulsification is the preferred and most commonly
used surgical technique for cataract extraction in the
United States2,3 and worldwide.
Phacoemulsification uses high-intensity ultrasound
(US) energy to fragment and emulsify the cataractous
lens. The instrumentation used in phacoemulsification
operates at the 20 to 50 kHz frequency range. This
power is applied by a hollow probe or cannula with
a diameter of approximately 1.0 mm.4,5
Surgical outcomes after phacoemulsification have
been successful. However, a complication of the
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procedure is damage to the corneal endothelium. Endothelial cell loss after phacoemulsification surgery
is well documented.6,7 Corneal endothelial damage
during phacoemulsification is attributed to several factors including excessive duration of phacoemulsification,8–10 localized temperature increase,11 contact or
collision of lens nucleus fragments after turbulent
flow of irrigation solution,12,13 air bubbles,14,15 and
surgical skills.16 It has also been shown that the generation of free radicals during phacoemulsification can
cause adverse effects on the cellular and subcellular
levels through diverse mechanisms, one of which is
acoustic cavitation.5,17
At certain US levels, therapeutic high-intensity energy phacoemulsification may create cavitation. Cavitation is the phenomenon of rapid formation and
subsequent collapse of bubbles from the vaporization
of liquid in regions of low pressure. When subjected to
high-intensity US energy phacoemulsification, the
fluid experiences cycles of negative and positive
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pressure about the tip. This sonodynamic response
might result in secondary motions, high local shear
stress in or near the tissue, microstreaming, and bubble implosion.18
Because of the critical role of cavitation in US
therapy, Fong et al.19 studied the complex interaction
between a bubble and a biomaterial in its vicinity
when it is subjected to a US field in a simulation study.
One tissue studied in this simulation was the cornea.
The authors report that the fluid jet formed from a collapsing cavitation bubble was directed toward the
interface, as is often observed with the cavitation bubble near a rigid boundary or a bubble collapse in a US
field near a solid wall. This is probably because the
biomaterial of the cornea is relatively stiff. During
the bubble’s second period, it moved slightly toward
the interface and expanded to a large volume. The
cornea boundary was attracted toward the bubble
initially before being pushed backward when the bubble expanded to its maximum size. Afterward, the
bubble collapsed with a dimensionally thicker jet
toward the cornea and the cornea bulged toward the
collapsing bubble considerably. This simulation study
provided some understanding of the dynamics and,
hence, one of the effects of cavitation bubbles in a US
field near biomaterials.
Two theories have been proposed to explain the
mechanism by which phacoemulsification fragments
the cataractous lens: cavitation20,21 and the jackhammer effect.4,10,20,22,23 However, there are practical
implications involved in determining the true mechanism underlying phacoemulsification.
The purpose of this study was to determine the
role of cavitational energy as a mechanism responsible for the emulsification of the lens during
phacoemulsification.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
A comprehensive examination of cavitation’s role in phacoemulsification was conducted in 3 separate but interlinked
stages of experiment. The first stage was necessary to clearly
document the existence of cavitation. During the second
stage, an experimental test environment to actively suppress
cavitation was developed. After the stage 2 requirements
were successful completed, the third stagedtesting phaco
efficacy with and without cavitation using cataractous lens
fragmentsdwas performed.

Documentation of Cavitation
A video technique was used to establish the presence
and/or absence of cavitation. It was possible to document
information to identify the necessary stages of cavitation
bubble development using a system of synchronized lighting.
A stroboscopic illumination system capable of delivering
0.5 microsecond high-power light-emitting diode (LED),
white-light flashes (Luxeon) was developed. Each flash
was synchronized with an incrementally delayed signal referenced against the driver for the US actuators of the phaco
handpiece, which was sourced from the controller computer
board of the phaco console. Detailed pseudo-slow-motion
movies of phaco tips in operation in vitro and of the
surrounding phenomenon, including the presence of cavitation bubbles, were obtained by using incremental down
sampling of the US cycles of tip motion to trigger the flashes
and standard National Television System Committee
(NTSC) video recording equipment. In other words, the stroboscope’s flashes of light were synchronized and delayed in
such a way that the video captured the ultrasonically vibrating tip as if it were moving in slow motion along with the
phenomena of cavitational activity surrounding it.

Suppression of Cavitation
The suppression of cavitation emanating from the phaco
process was achieved by building a hyperbaric environmental system (comprised of 2 connected hyperbaric chambers)
with the knowledge that at elevated ambient pressure, cavitation could be suppressed (‘‘Volcanoes of the Deep Sea’’
[videotape]. Rutgers University and the Stephen Low Co.,
2003). The 2 connected hyperbaric chambers enclosed the
complete fluidics subsystem of a phaco console including
the peristaltic pump, phaco handpiece, tubing, and fluid
source. Figure 1 shows the main chamber containing the
pump controller, pump, vacuum sensors, liquid deposit,
and absolute (environmental) pressure sensor.
One of the hyperbaric chambers was designed to solely
accommodate the phaco handpiece. The design provided
an observation window to allow easy viewing (and recording) of tip activity (Figure 2). This observation window
also integrated a detachable port that allowed the insertion
of cataractous tissue material for testing its emulsification
behavior against the operating phaco tip necessary for stage
3 of the study (Figure 3).
The completed system design provided uniform pressure
to all components at all times. This step was considered of
vital importance as increasing pressure outside the phaco
handpiece without equalization throughout could produce
unwanted loading of the oscillatory portions of the handpiece and inhibit proper operation.
The pressure level was controlled and monitored through
a computer interface using a source of compressed air,
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Figure 1. Main hyperbaric chamber encasing the pump controller,
pump, vacuum sensors, liquid deposit, and absolute (environmental) pressure sensor.

Figure 2. Tip observation cell. The microscope optic is located
directly above the superior observation window, whereas the light
enters from below through the opposing window. The phaco handpiece is enclosed within the hyperbaric chamber on the left. Cataractous material can be loaded through the port access on the right.

solenoid valves (Parker K593-720), and pressure regulators
and meters (Digikey 15PSI-A-4V). All pressures reported
here are above atmospheric pressure (0 bar). The hyperbaric
chamber was initially operated up to 5 bar (5 atmospheres or
73 psi) during the experiment without altering the system’s
ability to provide the irrigation, aspiration, and vacuum necessary for the phacoemulsification procedure. However, it
was observed that applying pressures of 2 bar above atmospheric pressure fully canceled cavitation at the tip of the
phaco needle; therefore, higher pressure levels were not
used beyond initial testing.
This model for the suppression of cavitation bubbles is
analogous to the suppression of bubble formation of hightemperature water emanating from hydrothermal vents
stemming from deep-sea volcanoes that would otherwise
easily boil closer to sea surface level. Bubbles (cavitation or
boiling) will not occur under elevated critical pressure (‘‘Volcanoes of the Deep Sea’’ [videotape]. Rutgers University and
the Stephen Low Co., 2003). Here, the local low pressures
created during the phaco tip’s backstroke were mitigated
by elevating the pressure within the hyperbaric chamber
system to successfully suppress the liquid from vaporizing
and creating cavitation bubbles.

anticipated hardness. The cataracts used were hard enough
to prevent aspiration even at the highest vacuum levels
achievable (O620 mm Hg), implying that only under phacoemulsification power would these cataracts travel into
the phaco lumen.
With the cataract in place, steady vacuum was built
through the phaco lumen to attract the tissue. With the
hyperbaric-enabled system securely closed, aspiration was
activated at a fixed rate of 60 cc/min to achieve a preset vacuum limit level between 250 mm Hg and 400 mm Hg
depending on the occlusion capability of the particular cataract hardness. When steady occlusion was achieved, the peristaltic pump roller behaved with intermittent activity, a sign
of sustained vacuum near the vacuum limit level. This was
another indicator of occlusion, which coincided with the
familiar audible occlusion signal.
When full occlusion of the cataract material was achieved
and the chamber pressure set at the appropriate level, the
position of the leading portion of the lightweight tube was
videotaped before and after a single burst (100 millisecond)
of phacoemulsification activity. The advancement of cataract
tissue was measured using a ruler tool from an image processing software package (Photoshop CS, Adobe) under set

Efficacy of Phacoemulsification
A method to comparatively measure the emulsification
efficiency and effectiveness of the phaco tip on real cataract
fragments in the presence and absence of cavitation was
developed. This was accomplished by measuring the advancement of cataractous tissue toward the operating phaco
tip. A cylindrical portion of a cataractous lens nucleus was
extracted by a thin plastic tube in a trephine-like fashion.
The core of cataract nucleus was positioned in front of the
lensectomy probe with the tube intact so the material would
only travel linearly toward the phaco needle during testing.
Once the carrier tube segment was in front of the aspiration
port of the lensectomy needle, the chamber was securely
closed and experimentation commenced. The tube filled
with an intact cataract nucleus is shown in Figure 3.
Human cataracts were used for testing. Brunescent cataracts were selected after being extracted during planned
extracapsular cataract extraction procedures because of their

Figure 3. Loading of cataractous lens material.
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magnification of 3.5. This process was repeated with the
test chamber environment set at 0 bar (cavitation present)
and then at 2 bar (cavitation absent) for the same cataract,
and the results were compared.
The quantitative comparison involved measurement of
the rate or amount of lens material cut and aspirated into
the phaco tip. That rate was defined as the volume of material entering the tip after 1 burst of phacoemulsification energy was applied to it. It was assumed that the volume can
be represented by a cylinder, with the diameter matching
the inside diameter of the tip. Therefore, the comparative
measurement would only require the measurement of linear
movement of material toward the tip.
The measurement of the advancement of the cataractous
tissue into the phaco tip in the presence or absence of cavitation was accomplished visually as follows: First, a video
image was rotated 90 degrees so that the resulting video
clip had the phaco tip entering from below and had the
cataractous lens on the top portion of the image (Figure 4).
Afterward, a vertical strip 1 pixel wide was taken from a selected location near the center of this image, where lens
material, the metal phaco tip, and their interface were distinctly captured. The strip of pixels was followed in time
by video frame capture to build a composite image. The composite image was analogous to creating an M-mode image or
sweep during an M-mode echocardiogram. One vertical
strip of pixels represented 1 video frame, and using the
NTSC standard of 29.97 frames per second, 30 pixels counted
horizontally across a composite image corresponded to 1 second of recorded data. A composite video over time (left to
right) is shown in Figure 5. The color stripes at the bottom
of the image in Figure 5 indicate the steady-state pressure
of the vessel during that time. In the video, a single blue
stripe indicates steady 0 bar pressure. For each 1 bar step
above atmospheric pressure, a red strip appears.
Furthermore, the phaco tip was impaled into the cataractous material. The interface seen in the image is the peripheral ‘‘overhang’’ of the lens that was not in contact with the
tip opening or being aspirated. However, as the central portion of the cataract was emulsified and removed after the
phaco burst was applied, the lens material, including the
overhang, ‘‘dropped’’ toward the phaco tip, indicating relative movement of the interface equal to the movement of
the central cataract removed.
Data collection started once lens material was held under
vacuum at the tip under steady ambient pressure. A single

Figure 4. Orientation of the tip and lens material used for video analysis of phacoemulsification efficiency (90-degree counterclockwise
rotation of a typical video image). The vertical red stripe represents
the pixel strip (not to scale) used to build composite image.
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burst (100 ms at 100% power) was applied, and the movement of the lens material toward the phaco tip was
recorded. The interface moved along with it. The step-like
movement was clearly recognizable at both 0 bar (cavitation
present) and later at 2 bar (cavitation suppressed) (Figure 5).
Once the composite image was complete, the length of a step
was measured by counting its pixel height (using the
software’s ruler tool), recorded, and converted to a reference
length. This measurement of the step was the distance that
the lens moved after 1 burst of phaco energy.
In addition, the stroke length was measured as a function
of chamber pressure. An identifiable spot, usually the edge
of the tip or a small scratch on the surface that would reflect
incident light back toward the camera, was used as a tracer
element. A composite image over time was constructed as
described earlier (M-mode). The tracer element was tracked
as the pressure was increased from atmospheric pressure to 2
bar. Its movement appears as a sinusoid in Figure 6 where
the tracing spot happened to reflect red light well.

RESULTS
Documentation of Cavitation
Cavitation was observed most in close proximity to
the tip of the phaco needle and only appeared at US
longitudinal levels of 30% or more. Figure 7 shows cavitation at 100% phaco power. Cavitation was also observed along the shaft and in proximity to the hub in
the proximal portion of the phaco needle. Cavitation
bubbles/clouds were observed and recorded during
the backstroke of the phaco tip only (Figure 8). During
the forward displacement of the phaco tip, all cavitation bubbles collapsed.

Figure 5. Example of analysis of a composite image from the video to
measure lens advancement into the phaco tip during a single burst of
phaco energy at 0 bar (cavitation present) and subsequently at 2 bar
(cavitation suppressed). The colored stripes at the bottom of the image indicate the steady-state pressure of the vessel during that time.
A single blue stripe indicates steady 0 bar pressure. For each 1 bar
step above atmospheric pressure, a red stripe appears. The blue
stripe plus 2 red stripes located on the bottom right indicate that
a 2 bar pressure level is maintained. The lack of stripes between these
2 areas indicates when the pressure vessel is being pressurized or
evacuated, leading toward the next steady-state pressure level.
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Figure 7. Cavitation was evident at 0 bar.

and was completely suppressed when the pressure
reached 2.0 bar (Figure 9).
Figure 6. Sinusoidal trace (red line) of tip stroke from 0 to 2 bar. Rising
pressure levels, represented by a horizontal red stripe at the bottom
of image, indicate that pressure has crossed to the next integer pressure value.

Suppression of Cavitation
The rapid movement of the phaco tip during the
backstroke portion of the oscillation created an area
of very low local pressure (below water vapor pressure) that led to the formation of cavities of water
vapor (ie, cavitation bubbles). In these experiments,
as the pressure increased, the cavitation decreased

Efficacy of Phacoemulsification
Table 1 shows the data derived from video analysis
comparing the advancement of a cataract at 0 bar and 2
bar measured from the 8 cataracts as previously described. The reference conversion is 127 pixels per millimeter. A ratio between the data from 2 bar (no
cavitation) and 0 bar (cavitation) was calculated. The
mean ratio was 1.33 G 0.37 (SD) (range 0.83 to 1.94).
A graph comparing the stroke length with respect to
the full stroke at 0 bar against the chamber pressure is
shown in Figure 10. The load imposed by the pressure
on the tip reduced its stroke length up to 30%.

Figure 8. Chaotic nature of transient cavitation seen during backstroke of the phaco tip only. All
images are US at 100% power.
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Figure 9. Cavitation was suppressed at 2 bar.

Although the stroke length was reduced, cutting efficacy did not change.
DISCUSSION
The goal of this study was to visualize and determine
the role of cavitation in the mechanism by which phacoemulsification fragments the cataractous lens. The
theories and complexities of the physical mechanisms
that break up nuclear material when a phaco tip is
used have been debated in the literature.4,10,20–23
Several theories involving tip vibration that results
in cavitation have been developed to explain lens fragmentation. Other theories reported are the jackhammer (mechanical) effect, in which the tip physically
impacts the lens material; shock waves propagated
by and emitted from the tip; and the mechanical effects
of fluid and small particle streams.20
Some researchers have assumed that cavitation
plays the primary role in the lens fragmentation
process during cataract surgery (M. Schafer, MD,
Table 1. Efficiency of phacoemulsification is determined by
measuring the relative lens travel into the phaco tip after a single
burst of US energy. A comparison at 0 bar (cavitation present)
and 2 bar (cavitation suppressed) shows that efficiency was
not reduced when cavitation was suppressed. One millimeter
equals 127 pixels.
Pixel Travel

Millimeter Conversion

Travel Ratio

0 Bar

2 Bar

0 Bar

2 Bar

2 Bar:0 Bar

47
87
87
58
36
23
28
17
Mean
SD

74
96
141
58
30
27
40
33
d
d

0.37
0.69
0.69
0.46
0.28
0.18
0.22
0.13
0.38
0.22

0.58
0.76
1.11
0.46
0.24
0.21
0.31
0.26
0.49
0.31

1.57
1.10
1.62
1.00
0.83
1.17
1.43
1.94
1.33
0.37

Figure 10. Stroke length versus chamber pressure.

‘‘Demonstration of Cavitation Effects in Phacoemulsification Device,’’ presented at the ASCRS Symposium
on Cataract, IOL and Refractive Surgery, San Diego,
California, USA, May 2004; M. Schafer, MD, ‘‘Quantifying the Impact of Cavitation in Decreasing the Use
of Ultrasonic Energy During Phacoemulsification,’’
presented at the ASCRS Symposium on Cataract, IOL
and Refractive Surgery, San Francisco, California,
USA, March 2006). In the present study, the existence
and control of cavitation were documented. These
findings are in agreement with those in earlier reports
of cavitation bubbles emanating from a phaco tip.4,19–21
At normal ambient pressures, cavitation appeared
around the end of the tip at US powers above 30%.
The development of a hyperbaric system that
contained the complete fluidics system of the phaco
console facilitated the full suppression of cavitation
at the phaco tip distal end when the pressure increased
to approximately 2.0 bar above atmospheric pressure.
At lower ambient pressures, all cavitation bubbles
collapsed during forward displacement of the tip
and only reappeared transiently during the backstroke
of the phaco tip, as observed by pseudo-slow-motion
video recording. Transient cavitation bubbles collapse
rapidly, rebound, and then emit a pressure pulse into
the liquid. Implosion of cavitation bubbles has been
described.19,21,22,24
It was also shown that phacoemulsification
performed in the presence and absence of cavitation
was comparable in cataract cutting efficiency and
effectiveness, as measured by the advancement of
the cataractous tissues into the phaco tip. This shows
that the efficiency of phaco was not altered in the absence of cavitation. A quantifiable comparison using
the ratio calculated between the data from 2 bar and
0 bar demonstrates that within the error captured in
1 standard deviation, phacoemulsification rate or
efficiency without cavitation is no less than phacoemulsification with cavitation (Table 1).
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When Table 1 was developed and the mean result
for the travel ratio determined, it was possible to determine whether the elevated pressure somehow affected
the stroke length of the tip movement. Although the
stroke length was reduced, as shown in Figure 6,
cutting efficacy did not change. Although this is speculation at this time, the cavitation bubbles may somehow be preventing cataractous material from reaching
the tip that would otherwise efficiently emulsify the
material by mechanical means.
In summary, as shown in this and previous studies,
cavitation bubbles are formed during phacoemulsification. These bubbles are suspected to be one source
of damage to the corneal endothelium reported after
phacoemulsification.5,14,15,17 Furthermore, free radicals are potentially formed during phacoemulsification due to the energy released from the implosion
of cavitation bubbles. Studies show that the amount
of free radicals correlates with the power of
US.5,17,25,26
This study found that phacoemulsification still
effectively occurs when cavitation is completely suppressed, providing strong evidence that cavitation
plays no major role in phacoemulsification. This leaves
the jackhammer effect as the only important mechanism responsible for the tissue-disrupting power of
phacoemulsification.
Understanding the mechanism involved in phacoemulsification would guide the development of new
phaco-tip technologies with enhanced jackhammer
effect and help avoid designs that rely on cavitation.
Because the efficacy of phacoemulsification was not
altered or affected when cavitation was completely
suppressed, cavitation and its subsequent side effects
could be minimized or eliminated to decrease the
potential adverse events of cavitation.
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